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Words 
There is something about words.  In expert hands, 

manipulated deftly, they take you prisoner.  Wind 

themselves around your limbs like spider silk, and 

when you are so enthralled you cannot move, they 

pierce your skin, enter your blood, numb your 

thoughts.  Inside you they work their magic. 

 
• From The Thirteenth Tale by Diane Setterfield 



Objectives 
To provide an understanding of the Florida Item Bank and 
Test Platform, including: 

 Background 

 Progress Update 

 Features 

 Resources  

 Q & A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This workshop is focused on demonstrating the functionality of the Test Platform and giving participants an opportunity to take it for a ‘test drive’.  Participants will get a quick overview of the IBTP, then move into the nuts and bolts of the Test Platform system, with the opportunity for some hands-on activities.In this timeframe, we will not get to everything today. We will not have time to review the Administering, Scoring, Data Overview  and Report Building topics. However, tutorials on all these subjects will be available with the rollout of the IBTP.  Guidance on the skills and processes to create blueprints, test maps, items and assessments are also addressed in our online resources.  



What is the IBTP? 
 Bank of +90,000 assessment items 
 Wide range of content areas for k-12 
 Aligned to the Florida Standards 
 Varied item types and modes of assessment from selected 

response to performance tasks 
 Includes range of cognitive complexity, difficulty for all 

standards 
 Full-featured test platform allows creating or searching for test 

content, administering, monitoring and scoring tests, and 
viewing data and creating and managing reports 
 

 



What isn’t the IBTP? 
The Item Bank and Test Platform – 
 Does not provide tests or forms, only items 
 Is not intended as a “practice test” for statewide 

assessment 
 Does not mirror any other assessment product 
 Is not an off-the-shelf product 
 Does not impose a cost for districts to use 
 Is not required by the FDOE for districts to use 

 
 

 

 



Bottom line: 
The Item Bank and Test Platform is designed 
to be a valuable resource for districts and 
classrooms to enrich lessons and units with 
high quality, standards based, engaging 
assessment activities for diagnostic, interim or 
summative assessment. 

 



Statewide Technology-Based* System 

Bank of Standards-
based items/tasks  

Tiered access for 
security  

Training modules 
for PD and support 

Test-builder tool – 
To build district/teacher- 

created assessments 

Diagnostic 
Interim 

Summative 

7 *Computer or paper-based functionality 

+ 

IBTP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The overall plan for the Item Bank and Test Platform is a technology system that is available statewide.  The Item Bank is a collection of assessment items that have been reviewed by content specialists and assessment specialists.  The Test Platform is a tool that can be used to pull assessment items from the item bank to create test forms that may be used by educators and school districts as they see fit to use them.  Tiered-level access will ensure that items are secure for use by districts, schools, and classrooms.  Training modules will be available for how to create items, how to review items, how to create tests, and how to score tests.”
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Passages developed 
& reviewed 

Items written 
& reviewed 

Items 
approved or 

rejected 

Item 
tryouts 

IBTP available  to 
districts, schools & 

classrooms  

Educators can 
create diagnostic or 
interim assessments 

Districts may use 
for local 

assessments 

IBTP Development 

 Educator training Winter/Spring 2014 
 Available to districts Summer 2014 

 Development Summer 2012 through Spring 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTTT funds awarded to FL August 2010.  A year’s delay due to contract disputes.Free use of the Item Band and the Test Platform by Florida districts.



IBTP Item Distribution  
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Tier 1 
• Differentiated Accountability & 

other state level programs 

Tier  2 

• District level access 
• This tier will house the majority 

of items. 

Tier  3 
• School level access 

Tier 4 
• Classroom teacher access 

Tier 5 

• Public access 
• Sample items.  Collection will 

grow over time. 

•Tiers 1-4 will be password 
accessible to a limited 
group of people. 
•Greatest security is 
employed for Tier 1 items, 
with wider access available 
at lower levels. 
•As items are no longer 
used at an upper level, 
they will move to become 
available at the next level 
down.   
•At end of Year 2, the IBTP 
houses approximately 
90,000 items. 



Standards-Aligned Items 
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Florida Standards 
 English Language Arts 
 Mathematics 
 Social Studies (including Literacy 

Standards) 
 Science  (including Mathematics and 

Literacy Standards) 
 Spanish 
 Hard-to-Measure (including Literacy 

Standards) 

Number of Items 
22,000 
9,000 
12,000 
 
11,000 
 

7,000 
29,000 

IBTP assessment Items are written to Florida Content Standards. 



Item Types Developed for the IBTP 
 Selected Response  1 point  
 Short Response *  1 point 
 Gridded Response *  1 point 
 Constructed Response 2 points 
 Extended Response  4 points 
 Essay Response  6 points 
 Performance Tasks  1-10 points 

11 * Not in ELA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trainer Note:  The listed types have been developed for the Item Bank and are currently available.  The Test Platform also allows the functionality to develop True/False, Matching, and Technologically Enhanced Items.



Other Item Types 
On roll-out, the Item Bank will contain just the item 
types discussed here.  However, the Test Platform will 
have the functionality for districts and teachers to 
create other types, including:   
 True/False 
 Matching 
 Technology Enhanced Items. 
 



Test Results 
• IBTP test results are available immediately. 
• When you administer a standard/benchmark 

mastery test, the results may be configured into 
many formats. 

• Results may be viewed for individuals, sub-groups, 
classes, sections, grade levels, and more. 

• Examining sub-group performance allows educators 
to design targeted instruction. 



Item Analysis 
 Determine whether questions are too 

difficult or too easy 
 Provide more information about student 

knowledge 
 Help educators revise and improve tests 
 Make it easier to determine the fairness of 

a test 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do item analysis? Provides breakdown of how different types of students performed on various aspects of each item.Item analysis can help answer the following questions: How hard is this item?How well does performance on this item predict overall achievement level?Are students finding the item distractors attractive?Is the item confusing?Does the item have more than one right answer?For what type of student is this item ideal?Is the timing of the test appropriate?



Sample Item Analysis Discoveries 
 All students got the question wrong -  Was the correct 

answer option keyed incorrectly? 
 Students were equally divided between two answers – 

Clarified wording of the question or re-teaching may be 
needed. 

 Students chose all answers equally - They are guessing. 
 Students of all ability levels did equally well on a 

question - The question isn’t a reliable measure of 
individual differences. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(are students guessing?)8 step Process:Score each answer sheetSort the pile into rank order from top to bottom scoreDivide class in halfTake the top score group and count the number of students who responded to each option of each question; repeat for the lower groupSubtract the number of students in the lower group that got the answer right from the number of students in the higher group that got the answer rightDivide the difference by the number of students in the upper or lower group = discrimination indexTotal number who got the question rightDivide by the total number of students = difficulty (P value)Note: This is for multiple choice questions, and should be conducted only on your most important testsOnce you understand how to read your Item Analysis report, you will need to make decisions about the quality of the item.  So, how can you use Item Analysis to guide Item revisions? Items with negative or low positive Item Discrimination should either be revised or deleted from item bank.To understand how to revise, if at all, look at distractor characteristics.Distractors with Item Discrimination that are either positive or negative but too low considering the Item Difficulty, should be replaced.Consider replacing distractors that are selected by too many or too few people.Don’t change if the rest of item is working well.For an item to be revised successfully, it is often necessary to have at least one solid distractor that will not be changed.If either all distractors are poor, or none is particularly strong, delete item and write a  brand new one.Change only pieces of the item that caused problems.If an item fails, is revised, and fails again, delete it and write a new item.



Reporting Functions 
The IBTP allows users to: 

 Run a pre-formatted report 
 Create a custom report 
 Find saved reports 
 Publish reports to the district and school report banks 
 Find published reports in the report banks 
 Update a published report 
 Retract a published report 
 Delete a published report 

For step-by-step instructions on each of these functions, please 
refer to the quick-reference Job Aids and the on-line self-paced 
tutorials which may be found on CPALMs. 



Example of Pre-Formatted Reports  
Benchmark Reports for an 8th Grade English test may include: 
 

 English Summer Practice - Score Group Summary  
 English Summer Practice - Standards Analysis by Section 

Enrollment  
 English Summer Practice Sub-Topics Breakdown  
 Item Analysis  
 Overall Performance  
 Standards By School  
 Standards by Section  
 Standards Mastery 



Associated IBTP Resources 

 Classroom Enrollment Tool (CET) allows districts to 
pre-populate classroom roster data; teachers will 
not need to manually enter student data; district 
may update the CET as frequently as desired; data 
format similar to FDOE (Survey 2). 

 Single Sign-On (SSO) provides access to the IBTP 
for district and school staff, teachers and students. 

 



Training and Support 
Training and reference materials will be available on 
CPALMs, including: 

 Training Workbook  

 Job Aids – Brief, step-by-step instructions detailing each 
IBTP functionality. 

 Online self-study tutorials for administrators and 
teachers 

 The Student Experience – an overview to acquaint 
students with the IBTP online testing process 



IBTP Demo Webinars 
For Administrators and Teachers 

May 12 - 22, 2014 

Morning Sessions –Administrators  

May 12-22    9:30 – 11:30 ET 
 

Afternoon Sessions – Teachers 

May 12, 14, 16, 20, 21, & 22  3:30 – 5:30 ET 

May 13, 15, & 19   4:30 – 6:30 ET 

 



On-Site Workshops 
FDOE staff are available to provide one- or two-day training workshops 
to district staff.  Topics may include: 

 Technical preparations 
 Navigating the IBTP 
 Searching for test content (items, passages and rubrics) 
 Creating test content 
 Test form development 
 Administering and scoring 
 Viewing  and managing data 
 Report functionality and management 

 



Choosing a Passage 



Passage Information 

Page down to 
view the items 
associated 
with the 
passage. 
 
You can also 
see the history 
of the passage 
within your 
system. 



 
 



Rubric 

Exemplar 

Item Details 
 
Standard 
 
Exposures 
 
 
 
DOK (Webb) 
 



The Test Page 

Test creation 
stages 

Instructions for 
students Actions: 

Copy 
Delete 
Preview 
Print 

Test details 

Edit 



Office of RTTT Assessments 
 

Directors  Todd.Clark@fldoe.org;  Phil.Canto@fldoe.org  

IBTP Systems Admin   Gary.Evans@fldoe.org 

IBTP Project Manager   Sally.Sanders@fldoe.org 

HtM Project Manager   Antionette.Meeks@fldoe.org 

ELA Specialist   Julia.Somers-Arthur@fldoe.org 

Spanish Specialist  Veronica.Allende@fldoe.org 
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Questions? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trainer note:  Tell participants the next part will show them how to use the Test Platform to create tests.



Thank You 

NOTE:  These materials were developed under a grant from the U.S. Department of Education. 
However, the contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the U.S. Department of Education, 
and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. 

Copyright  © 2014 Florida Department of Education. All rights reserved. 
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